[Syncopes and brief spells of feeling faint: value of Holter monitoring?].
A retrospective study of Holter monitoring of 250 patients referred for syncope and short spells of dizziness suspected of being cardiac in origin was undertaken to assess the diagnostic value of the investigation. The arrhythmias observed were classified in 3 groups, significant, suspect and physiological with respect to their true or potential severity and to previously reported results of Holter monitoring in healthy subjects. The following arrhythmias were classified as significant: supraventricular tachycardia with a ventricular rate greater than or equal to 200 bpm; sustained ventricular tachycardia (greater than 30 s and greater than or equal to 150 bpm), bradycardia (less than bpm), sinus arrest (waking greater than 2 s sleeping greater than or equal to 6 s), complete AV block with wide QRS complexes and pacemaker dysfunction. The following arrhythmias were classified as suspect: paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia with a ventricular rate less than 200 bpm, salvos of ventricular tachycardia (120 greater than 150 bpm); R/T phenomenon and doublets (greater than or equal to 50/24 hours), sinus arrest of 2 to 6 seconds during sleep, complete AV block with narrow QRS complexes or second degree Mobitz II block. This classification led to a diagnosis of certitude in 20 patients (5.7%) with significant arrhythmias concomitant with syncope or a minor form in only 5 cases, supraventricular tachycardia (4 cases), ventricular tachycardia (4 cases), AV block (5 cases), sinus arrest (3 cases), pacemaker dysfunction (4 cases); a diagnosis of presumption in 74 patients (21.1%) with suspect arrhythmias in the absence of syncope or minor equivalent.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)